The quantum-mechanical three-body problem is one of the fundamental challenges of few-body physics. When the two-body interactions become resonant, an infinite series of universal three-body bound states is predicted to occur, whose properties are determined by the strength of the two-body interactions. We report on the association and direct observation of a trimer state consisting of three distinguishable fermions using radio-frequency (RF) spectroscopy. The measurements of its binding energy are consistent with theoretical predictions which include non-universal corrections.
The quantum-mechanical three-body problem is one of the fundamental challenges of few-body physics. When the two-body interactions become resonant, an infinite series of universal three-body bound states is predicted to occur, whose properties are determined by the strength of the two-body interactions. We report on the association and direct observation of a trimer state consisting of three distinguishable fermions using radio-frequency (RF) spectroscopy. The measurements of its binding energy are consistent with theoretical predictions which include non-universal corrections.
Under certain conditions the long-range behavior of a physical system can be described without detailed knowledge of its short-range properties; a prime example of this concept of universality are few-body systems with resonant interactions (1) . Ultracold gases, where resonant scattering may be achieved by tuning the interactions using Feshbach resonances (2) , have been used extensively to test the predictions of universal theory.
If the parameter describing the interactions, the s-wave scattering length a, is much larger than the characteristic length scale r 0 of the interaction potential the few-body physics in such ultracold gases is predicted to become universal. For two particles with a large positive scattering length there is a weakly bound universal dimer state whose binding energy scales as 1/a 2 . For three particles with large interparticle interactions there is a series of weakly bound trimer states, which are called Efimov trimers (3). For negative scattering lengths, these trimer states become bound at critical values of the interaction strength, which are spaced by a universal scaling factor. For diverging interaction strength this results in an infinite series of Efimov states. Their absolute position depends on short-range three-body physics, which can be described by a single three-body parameter. For positive scattering lengths, the trimer states disappear when they cross the atom-dimer threshold, i.e. their binding energy becomes degenerate with the binding energy of a dimer state (Fig. 5 ). These crossings of trimer states with the continuum threshold can be observed experimentally as resonant enhancements of the rate constants for inelastic three-atom and atom-dimer collisions, respectively. This allowed to obtain the first convincing evidence for the existence of Efimov trimers by tuning the interparticle interaction in an ultracold atomic gas using a Feshbach resonance, which allowed to observe signatures of Efimov trimers in the rate of inelastic three-body collisions (4). Since then, this technique has been used with great success, but it is limited to observations of the crossings of Efimov states with the continuum (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) .
The predictions of universal theory can be tested by observing multiple crossings of trimer states with the continuum in a single system. Some experiments are consistent with these predictions (11, 13) , whereas others see larger deviations (9) or even a systematic shift across a Feshbach resonance (12) . We study Efimov physics in a conceptually different manner by directly measuring the binding energy of an Efimov state as a function of interaction strength.
We use an ultracold Fermi gas consisting of fermionic 6 Li atoms in the three energetically lowest Zeeman substates. We label these states |1 , |2 and |3 (6). Because of Pauli blocking, only atoms in different states interact with each other at ultracold temperatures. These interactions are described by three different interparticle scattering lengths a 12 , a 23 and a 13 for the respective combinations of atoms in different states (18) (Fig. 1 A) . For each of these combinations there is a broad Feshbach resonance, leading to three different weakly bound dimer states, which we label |12 , |23 and |13 (Fig. 1 B) . If the corresponding scattering length is much larger than the characteristic radius r 0 ≈ 60 a 0 of the 6 Li interaction potential the dimer binding energy E ij is given by the universal relation E ij =h 2 /ma 2 ij , where m is the mass of a 6 Li atom,h = h/2π is the reduced Planck constant and the indices i, j = 1, 2, 3 indicate the state of the atoms. As the Feshbach resonances for the three combinations overlap, all scattering lengths can be tuned to large values simultaneously, leading to the appearance of Efimov states. However, as the different scattering lengths do not diverge at the same magnetic field the series of trimer states is finite. There are two Efimov trimer states in this system (19) whose crossings with the continuum have all been located by observing enhanced inelastic collision rates (6, 7, 10, 14, 15) (Fig. 1 B) . From these measurements the binding energies of these trimer states have been calculated using universal theory (19) .
To directly measure the binding energy of one of these Efimov states we use RF-spectroscopy, a technique which has already been used extensively to study weakly bound dimer states (18, 20) . This technique is based on driving transitions between different internal states of the atoms using RF-fields, where in both the initial and final state the atoms can either be free or bound in a molecule. The difference in binding energy between the initial and final state can be measured as a shift of the transition frequency from the bare atomic transition.
The most straightforward way to do RF-spectroscopy of a bound state is to dissociate the molecule into free atoms. In this case the RF-transition is simply shifted by the binding energy of the molecule. However, as Efimov trimers are highly unstable with lifetimes ranging from a few ns to tens of µs (19) it is impossible to prepare macroscopic samples of trimers in current experiments, and dissociation spectroscopy is not technically feasible. This can be overcome by using RF-fields to associate trimers from free atoms or atoms and dimers, but obtaining observable association rates is challenging for several reasons.
Let us first consider the initial states available for the association. Starting from one atom in state |1 and two atoms in state |2 one can use an RF-transition to drive the atoms in state |2 to state |3 . However, this is a coherent process which affects both atoms in state |2 in the same way, so they remain identical particles. Thus, this process cannot lead to the formation of trimers. Instead we can bind two of the atoms into a weakly bound |12 dimer, which breaks the symmetry between the two atoms in state |2 as for one of them the RF-transition is now shifted by the binding energy of the dimer. Then one has to consider the wavefunction overlap of the initial and final state. Close to the crossing of the trimer state with the atom-dimer threshold the size of the dimer and the trimer are on the order of the scattering lengths. Hence, the spatial wavefunction of a dimer and an atom has a finite overlap with the spatial wavefunction of the trimer when the atom approaches the dimer to a distance on the order of the scattering length. Therefore, the association rate depends critically on the phase-space density of the initial atomdimer mixture. If we were to use a degenerate gas it would spatially separate into a molecular Bose-Einstein-Condensate of dimers and an outer shell of unbound fermionic atoms, which would reduce the spatial overlap between atoms and dimers in the trap. Therefore we have to use a thermal mixture of atoms in state |2 and |12 dimers, which limits the efficiency of the association. A similar limitation has already been observed in the RF-association of weakly bound dimers (21) . Finally, the short lifetime of the Efimov trimer leads to a suppression of trimer formation analogous to the quantum-Zeno effect. This can in principle be avoided by driving the RF-transition with a Rabi frequency which is large compared to the decay rate of the trimer. However, this is not feasible with our current experimental setup, which further reduces the association rate.
From these considerations follows that the trimer state with the most favorable conditions for RF-association in our system is the second trimer state, as it is larger and has a longer lifetime (19) . This state crosses into the |1 -|23 atom-dimer continuum at B = 685 G (Fig. 1  B) . To measure its binding energy, we prepare mixtures of atoms in state |2 and |12 dimers at magnetic fields between 670 G and 740 G and apply RF-fields at frequencies around the |2 -|3 transition.
At the frequency ν 0 which corresponds to the bare atomic transition, the free atoms are driven from state |2 to state |3 , while the dimer remains unaffected (Fig. 2 B) . If the RF is blue-detuned by the binding energy E 12 of the dimers, the dimers are dissociated (Fig. 2 A) . The trimer is associated at the frequency ν = ν 0 −E 123 /h+E 12 /h, where E 123 is the binding energy of the Efimov trimer with respect to the |1 -|2 -|3 continuum. Therefore, the association is redshifted from the bare transition by the difference between the dimer and trimer binding energies (Fig. 2 C) . In each of these cases we observe a loss of atoms from the trap, either through decay in inelastic |3 -|12 or |1 -|2 -|3 collisions or through the decay of the associated trimers. If the RF is not resonant for either of these processes the atom number is not affected. Sample spectra for different magnetic fields are shown in Fig. 3 .
Because of the limited wavefunction overlap of the initial and final state and the quantumZeno suppression of the association, we apply strong RF-pulses with a duration of 35-50 ms and a Rabi frequency of Ω ≈ 2π × 7 kHz to associate enough trimers to obtain an observable decrease in the atom number. Collisions lead to decoherence and thus a strong broadening of the bare transition. However, as the association is offset from the free-free transition by (E 123 − E 12 )/h, the association features can still be observed (Fig. 3) . For magnetic fields below the crossing of the trimer and the |1 -|23 atom-dimer threshold at 685 G there is no trimer state and consequently we observe no association peak. At B = 695 G the association signal is clearly visible. For higher magnetic fields E 123 −E 12 becomes smaller, and the association peak moves closer to the free-free transition. As we do not have a better model for the lineshapes of the broadened transitions we fit the spectra with two overlapping Gaussians to determine the position of the association dips. From these we calculate the binding energy of the trimer using the values of the binding energy of the |12 -dimer known from previous experiments (18) . The resulting binding energies of the trimer are plotted as black squares in Fig. 4 . To confirm that the results are independent of the initial system and the transition used we performed the same measurement starting from a |2 -|23 mixture at magnetic fields between 705 G and 725 G and driving the |1 -|2 transition (Fig. 6) . The two sets of measurements agree within experimental uncertainties (Fig. 4) .
The measured binding energy of the trimer increases with decreasing scattering lengths Figure 2 : Relevant transitions and energy levels for the RF-association of trimers. The initial system has the energy E |12,2 of a free atom in state |2 and a |12 dimer. The frequency ν 0 of the bare transition drives the unbound atoms from state |2 to state |3 , leading to a |3 -|12 atom-dimer mixture (B). By choosing the appropriate detuning from the bare atomic transition we can either dissociate the dimer, leading to three unbound atoms in states |1 , |2 and |3 (A) or associate a dimer and an atom into a trimer (C). Li measured using a |2 -|12 (black squares) or |2 -|23 (red dots) mixture as the initial system. The error bars are derived from the 2σ confidence bounds of the fit to the RF-spectra. Additionally, there are systematic uncertainties caused by the broadened lineshapes and temperature effects (see methods section). The solid lines give the binding energies of the |12 and |23 dimers including non-universal corrections (15) . The red diamond marks the position of the observed crossing of the trimer state with the |1 -|23 atom-dimer threshold (14, 15) . The dashed lines show the binding energy of the trimer according to calculations from (15) .
while the difference to the binding energy of the |23 -dimer decreases, as expected from the universal scenario. At B = 690 G the dimer and trimer binding energies are the same within our experimental resolution, and for B ≤ 685 G the trimer association feature vanishes. This coincides with the previously observed enhancement of inelastic atom-dimer collisions at 685± 2 G (14), which confirms the interpretation of such loss resonances as signatures of a crossing of a trimer state with the continuum. Additionally, we compare our data to the predictions from a theoretical model by Nakajima et al. which uses the observed crossings of the trimer states as inputs to calculate the trimer binding energies (15) . This model includes finite range corrections to the two-body interactions known from previous experiments (18) . To exclude a dependence of their results on the specific model, Nakajima et al. use two different parametrizations of the non-universal corrections (A and B) which yield essentially identical results. Within the errors our data is in good agreement with their predictions. Additionally, their model includes an energy dependence of the three-body parameter. However, in the magnetic field region of interest the difference to a model with a constant three-body parameter derived from the atom-dimer resonance at 685 G is too small to be resolved with our current resolution (15, 22) . By increasing the resolution of the measurements and reducing the systematic uncertainties it should be possible to use the techniques developed in this work to do precision tests of fewbody physics and to directly determine the lifetime of Efimov trimers from the width of the association peaks. Driving the RF-transition with a Rabi frequency larger than the decay rate of the trimers should allow to coherently populate the trimer state as it was done for universal dimers (21) . This would be a major step toward the preparation of macroscopic samples of Efimov trimers.
To associate trimers we apply RF-fields for 35-50 ms using an antenna resonant at ∼ 76 MHz driven by a 100 W RF-amplifier. The Rabi frequency is Ω ≈ 2π × 7 kHz ( 20 kHz) for the |2 -|3 (|1 -|2 ) transition. The decay rate of the trimer is constrained by a lower bound of 50 kHz derived from the width of the three-atom loss resonance at 895 G (19) , however as the observed width of the atom-dimer resonance at 685 G is larger the decay rate in the magnetic field region of interest is expected to be higher. From the width of the association features we obtain a decay rate of 300 kHz, however this is only an upper bound, as the features are broadened by temperature and saturation effects. Due to interference caused by the strong RF-fields, we have to deactivate the feedback of the magnetic field stabilization for the duration of the RF-pulse. This leads to a magnetic field uncertainty of at most 1 G. However, as the RF-transitions tune weakly with the magnetic field this only causes a shift of the bare transition which is small compared to the width of the features. After the RF-pulse we perform state-selective absorption imaging, which detects both free atoms in state |2 and -with slightly reduced efficiency -atoms in state |2 bound in |12 or |23 molecules.
When fitting the spectra obtained for the |2 -|12 mixture we perform a least-squares fit of the data with a model of the form
, where we exclude data points which are affected by dimer dissociation. The free parameters are position, width and amplitude of the free-free (ν 0 , w 0 , A 0 ) and association (ν 1 , w 1 , A 1 ) peaks and the overall offset N 0 . The given errors are the 2σ confidence bounds of the fit. However, due to the naive model for the lineshapes there can be additional systematic errors, which we estimate to be a fraction of the width w 1 ≈ 50 kHz of the association features. Temperature effects can cause an additional shift on the order of Figure 6 : Spectra for trimer association from a mixture of atoms in state |2 and |23 dimers (black circles). The red lines are a fit of two overlapping Gaussians to the data. The fit to the central dip is shown as a blue line, the difference between this fit and the data is shown as red squares. As the free atoms are driven to state |1 instead of state |3 the features for dimer dissociation appear at lower frequency than the bare transition, while the trimer association appears for higher frequency. Due to the smaller separation between the bare transition and the trimer association the visibility of the association dip is not as good as for the |2 -|12 mixture. For magnetic fields below 705 G the association feature is too close the the bare transition to determine its position. Each data point is the average of eight to nine individual measurements
